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In electron scattering from crystals, diffraction spots are replaced by Kikuchi patterns at high

momentum transfer. Kikuchi pattern formation is based on the concept of effective incoherent electron

sources (or detectors) inside a crystal. The resulting incoherence is a consequence of energy transfer

connected with the momentum transfer in large-angle scattering events. We identify atomic recoil as a

key incoherent process giving rise to electron Kikuchi patterns in the scope of the ‘‘channeling-in and

channeling-out’’ model of electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and electron channeling patterns

(ECP) in the scanning electron microscope (SEM). Using model calculations, we explore the character-

istic role of the localization of the incoherent scattering event at specific places within the unit cell.

In this way, we explain why sometimes inelastic losses do cause Kikuchi-type contrast, and sometimes

inelastic losses result in the disappearance of this contrast in the SEM.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Diffraction methods in the scanning electron microscope
(SEM) are valuable tools for the analysis of the microstructure
of materials. Depending on the way in which the diffraction
information is obtained, we can distinguish two main techniques:
electron channeling patterns (ECP) and electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD). EBSD has become a widely applied technique
for the analysis of texture, strain and phase analysis [1,2], while
the electron channeling technique is especially important in
connection with direct imaging of dislocations in the SEM [3–6].
Comprehensive reviews of these methods can be found in [1–4].

Because both techniques are closely linked by the reciprocity
principle, the formation process of electron channeling patterns
and electron backscatter diffraction patterns can be discussed in a
unified way in the context of the ‘‘channeling-in and channeling-
out’’ model [7–10]. In this context, ‘‘channeling’’ means the result
of coherent scattering producing diffraction effects that focus
electron waves to different positions within the unit cell. The term
‘‘channeling’’ should not be misunderstood as the classical effect of
electron trajectories being somehow confined to the open channels
between the atomic planes (as is the case for ion channeling) [11].

The ‘‘channeling-in and channeling-out’’ model puts the atomic
nuclei in a key position as they cause the large-angle scattering events
required for the backscattered electron signal to be detected. In first
ll rights reserved.
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approximation the probability of a large-angle deflection is given by
the Rutherford cross section which is proportional Z2, with Z the
atomic number. The scattering probability can be modulated on the
one hand by coherent scattering processes of the incident electron
wave prior to the backscattering event. The coherent scattering and
interference of the incident plane wave beam is setting up a wave
field inside the crystal which can be described as a superposition of
Bloch waves. This wave field, depending on the incidence angle with
respect to a lattice plane, has a different overlap with the atomic
nuclei which translates directly into the modulation of the total
backscattering signal from the respective nucleus. By reciprocity, the
same types of wave fields are describing the angular modulation of
the exit probability of these backscattered electrons as a function of
the final direction, i.e. the detection directions ending up on the
phosphor screen. Thus coherent scattering of the backscattered
electron wave after the backscattering event will also result in a
redistribution of the angular intensity. If the backscattered signal is
averaged over the exit direction in this unified ‘‘channeling-in and
channeling-out’’ model, and we change the incoming direction then
we obtain the method of ECP. If we keep the incident beam direction
fixed, and study the variations in the outgoing intensity then we are
looking at the method of EBSD [8].

It has been shown that the Kikuchi patterns seen in ECP and
EBSD can be simulated [12–14,6] using the Bloch wave approach
of dynamical electron diffraction well-known from transmission
electron microscopy [15,16]. These simulations assume that the
observed signal is proportional to the intensity of the wave field
that is set up by a plane wave incident beam measured at the
atomic positions. By reciprocity, the incident plane wave in ECP
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Fig. 1. Energy spectrum of quasi-elastically backscattered electrons from a

sapphire (Al2O3) sample with gold atoms deposited on the surface. The vertical

lines indicate the recoil loss expected for elastic electron–atom scattering. Curves

(I) and (II) are measurements in two different directions. The difference between

(I) and (II) is due to diffraction effects.
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corresponds to an exit wave towards a specific point on the
phosphor screen in EBSD.

In order to separate the coherent scattering in the incident part
from the coherent scattering in the outgoing part of the total
process, the backscattering event needs to break the coherence
between these two parts. This means that the phase relationship
between the incident wave and the exit wave has to be rando-
mized by the backscattering process. It is instructive to realize
that without the incoherent event, we would be simply looking at
electron diffraction from a crystal which is described by collective
coherent scattering from the crystal atoms. This would result in
the conventional spot patterns of transmission high energy
electron diffraction (THEED), low energy electron diffraction
(LEED), and reflection high energy diffraction (RHEED). These,
essentially coherent, techniques are, of course, always addition-
ally influenced by incoherent scattering, which becomes espe-
cially important for a quantitative description of transmission
electron microscopy measurements in the presence of phonon
scattering [17,18]. This type of scattering is closely linked to the
Kikuchi patterns which are observed in ECP and EBSD.

The nature of the virtual incoherent source inside the crystal
which produces Kikuchi patterns is often discussed in rather
general terms as caused by ‘‘inelastic scattering’’ or ‘‘diffuse
scattering’’. One aim of this paper is to discuss recently obtained
clear-cut experimental evidence for the pivotal role of recoil in
the formation of Kikuchi patterns. Large-angle scattering of high
energy electrons involves significant momentum transfer q (and
thus an energy transfer q2=2Ma with Ma the atomic mass) from
the incident electron to the incoherently backscattering atom.
Experimentally, this recoil energy can be used in a compound
crystal to determine the scattering atom. Thus site-specific
diffraction information is obtained from the quasi-elastic elec-
trons [19] and this observation suggests new ways to use
diffraction for crystallographic analysis in the SEM.

The purpose of this paper is to show (a) the implications of the
necessary momentum transfer from the incident electron to the
nucleus in the backscattering process, (b) the role of the specific
localization of incoherent scattering at different positions inside the
crystal unit cell and (c) that an increasing randomization of the
incoherent source position over the whole volume of the unit cell
leads to the suppression of diffraction information because, effec-
tively, many different possible Kikuchi patterns are averaged in the
resulting pattern which is measured. Thus we obtain an under-
standing when energy losses result in Kikuchi pattern formation,
and when it washes them out. This understanding is important as a
description of the specific suppression of diffraction information by
inelastic scattering in an otherwise perfect crystal is necessary for an
improved quantitative simulation of experimental Kikuchi patterns.

The suppression of diffraction information by inelastic scattering
was experimentally established in the measurement of the contrast
in Kikuchi patterns as a function of the energy loss [20,21]. A clear
reduction in diffraction contrast was found when the outgoing
trajectory was longer than the inelastic mean free path [21]. Thus
a Kikuchi pattern obtained without energy discrimination (e.g. when
a phosphor screen is used) contains a large background of inelasti-
cally scattered electrons without any diffraction features.
2. Results

2.1. Quasi-elastic backscattering

In order to demonstrate the decisive role of recoil in Kikuchi
pattern formation of the quasi-elastically scattered electrons, we
show in Fig. 1 results of angle-dependent electron spectroscopic
measurements near zero energy loss from a sapphire sample with
a small number of Au atoms deposited on the surface (Au
coverage well below a monolayer). These experimental results
have been obtained using high resolution electron spectroscopy
and analyzed with dynamical Bloch wave simulations as
described in detail in [19,21,22].

As can be seen in the data in Fig. 1, the backscattered electron
energy distribution shows three peaks which can be assigned to
scattering by Au, Al and O, respectively. The vertical lines show
the expected electron energy loss of q2=2Ma, i.e. what is expected
for a classical, billiard-ball type, collision. The agreement of the
classical expectations and the observed peak positions is very
good, the remaining differences can be assigned to charging of the
sapphire sample which results in a reduced scattering energy of
about 35 keV [19].

In a quantum-mechanical picture, the recoiling atomic nucleus
can be described by a superposition of many simultaneously
excited phonons which take up the necessary recoil energy [23].
As a recoil energy of � 1 eV (typical for backscattering from light
elements at SEM energies) can excite many, nearly energy-
degenerate, combinations of phonons, the exact phase relation-
ship between the phonons and the electron is not tractable in
each scattering event and the electron wave is thus incoherently
scattered by each individual recoiling atom. The time evolution of
these phonons results in oscillations spreading from the initially
displaced atom over the whole crystal, corresponding to thermal
dissipation of the recoil energy. For comparison, the completely
coherent reflection of the incident electron by the crystal lattice
would result in a single peak at the primary beam energy, since
the recoiling mass is macroscopic and the recoil energy loss is
infinitesimal. In this case, we would have no information on the
mass of any individual atom involved in scattering. The prob-
ability of this elastic coherent scattering is described by the
Debye–Waller factor, which exponentially decreases with the
square of the momentum transfer. Thus, due to the large
momentum transfer in the backscattering geometry, elastic
coherent backscattering is largely suppressed in the typical EBSD
geometry.

In combination with the recoil loss, we simultaneously inves-
tigated the influence of diffraction effects. These are seen in the
two experimental curves (I,II) presented in Fig. 1 which are
recorded for two different exit directions and a fixed incident
beam. While Al shows an increase in intensity from (I) to (II), the
O intensity is showing the opposite trend (taking into account
that the O peak is on the wing of the Al peak). The Au atoms show
the same intensity in both cases, which is consistent with the



Fig. 2. Simulated element-specific Kikuchi patterns for the (1120) Kikuchi band in sapphire at an energy of 35 kV. In the middle, the crystal structure projected along the

(0001) direction is shown with the respective atoms indicated. Top: pattern from O, bottom: pattern from Al (horizontal range: 7901 away from the [0001] direction,

vertical range: 781 away from the (1120) plane).
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absence of diffraction effects for atoms directly on the sample
surface. When the Al and O intensities are measured for directions
corresponding to a line crossing a Kikuchi band, we obtain
element-specific diffraction information, which can be connected
to the crystallographic site of the Al and the O atoms in the
sapphire crystal structure [19]. In order to illustrate this effect,
in Fig. 2 we plot the simulated element-specific Kikuchi patterns
corresponding to the experimental setup we have used [19]. One
can nicely distinguish the inverted (1120) Kikuchi band contrast
for the O atoms. The inverted contrast of the O band is due to the
fact that the mean O position is physically exactly half way
between the Al planes and thus, when the O atoms sample the
minima of the Bloch wave field, the Al atoms sample the maxima
(and vice versa) [19]. The working of this mechanism depends on
the Al atoms dominating the dynamical diffraction effects (due to
their higher atomic number), with the O atoms as smaller
perturbations.

We see in Fig. 2 that a Kikuchi pattern is connected to the fixed
specific localization of the respective source of backscattered
electrons. This localization is provided by the quasi-elastic
large-angle backscattering process. Large-angle quasi-elastic scat-
tering also explains the remaining diffraction effects of inelasti-
cally scattered electrons with energies not too far from the
primary beam energy [20]: inelastic scattering followed by a
localized large-angle backscattering event in EBSD, will still
produce a Kikuchi pattern [21]. In contrast, if (additional) inelastic
scattering takes place after the backscattering event, then this
produces new virtual sources which are not necessarily localized
at the atomic positions. If the inelastic scattering involves delo-
calized valence band electrons (e.g. plasmons, electron–electron
scattering), the incoherent sources will be distributed more
evenly over the unit cell. The important implications of the
delocalization of such incoherent events for the observed Kikuchi
patterns are discussed in the next section.

2.2. Incoherent event delocalization in the unit cell

In the previous section, nuclear recoil at the atomic positions
within the unit cell has been identified as a mechanism that
provides the necessary fixed localization of incoherent scattering
events for the formation of Kikuchi patterns. In this section we
will investigate what happens if the incoherent scattering event is
distributed evenly over the unit cell, as is expected to apply to e.g.
the case of plasmon creation.
In order to illustrate the basic mechanisms we have chosen a
model system of a simple cubic (sc) crystal with an atom at (0,0,0)
in the unit cell (lattice constant a¼ 3:6 Å) and we calculate the
Kikuchi patterns at 20 kV including only the strongest bands. The
patterns are displayed in gnomonic projection with the pattern
center corresponding to the [001] direction. The horizontal and
vertical extension of the patterns correspond to angles of
tanðyÞ ¼ 1:5 so that y� 56:31 with respect to [001]. The patterns
simulate the expected variations of the signal due solely to
diffraction and do not include e.g. the angular variation of the
backscattering coefficient which is observed even for an amor-
phous sample. The exact values of any parameters we have used
in the calculations have no influence on the mechanisms we will
discuss here. In all plots shown here, a specific grey-scale value
corresponds to the same intensity.

In Fig. 3 we show calculated Kikuchi patterns for electrons
scattered from six different random positions within the unit cell
of the same simple cubic model crystal. The difference between
these patterns is due only to the different positions of the
assumed incoherent events relative to the positions of the atoms
which make up the crystal and which cause the diffraction of the
emitted (EBSD) or the incident (ECP) electrons. From Fig. 3, we
can see that the general underlying structure of the patterns (i.e.
position and number of features) remains fixed while the inten-
sities in the Kikuchi bands change with the position of the
assumed event in the unit cell. It is clear that the intensity
distribution of the Kikuchi pattern no longer has cubic symmetry,
due to the usually lower site-symmetry of the assumed position
of the incoherent event. This result can be seen as the generalized
effect of the specific contrast inversion we have seen from the
oxygen atoms in the lattice of sapphire discussed above. There,
the relatively weakly scattering oxygen atoms sample some
specific positions between the stronger scattering Al atoms.

It is currently not possible experimentally to position incoher-
ent sources at arbitrary places inside a crystal unit cell, so that the
individual Kikuchi patterns seen in Fig. 3 cannot be reproduced in
an actual experiment. This is why we need to average all possible
patterns from the potential positions of incoherent scattering in
the unit cell if a scattering process contributes to an experimental
pattern and does not differentiate between specific locations in
the unit cell. This is shown in Fig. 4 for an increasing number of
random positions. While the Kikuchi pattern is well defined for a
specific single position, the average of 1000 different patterns
from all over the unit cell displays a greatly suppressed diffraction



Fig. 3. Individual Kikuchi patterns related to incoherent events occurring at six different random positions in a unit cell of a simple cubic lattice with an atom at (0,0,0).

The numbers give the (x,y,z) location of the respective event in units of the lattice constant. Gnomonic projections, with pattern center at [001], horizontal and vertical

angular extension up to tanðyÞ ¼ 1:5. Low intensity is black, high intensity is white.

Fig. 4. Process of averaging out of the diffraction patterns by an increasing

number of sources (as indicated) with random positions in the unit cell.
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contrast (resulting in a featureless gray background). It is impor-
tant to note that each of the different 1000 scattering processes,
if repeated by itself from the same fixed position would produce a
diffraction pattern that is characteristic of the respective site in
the unit cell. In the scenario we considered in this section, the loss
of diffraction information is not related to any imperfection of the
crystal or spread of electron wavelength due to inelastic scatter-
ing, but it is purely due to the averaging of many ‘‘perfect’’
patterns from different source positions. In a simplified picture,
each of these different Kikuchi patterns is produced one after
another by subsequent electrons scattering inelastically at
different locations (keeping in mind that a diffraction pattern
actually cannot be measured for one single electron).

The gradual transition from a Kikuchi pattern of fixed, loca-
lized sources to a featureless background can be simulated by
steadily increasing the random deviation of the source positions
from the atom sites. This is shown in Fig. 5 for averaged patterns
of a set of 100 incoherent sources for which the maximum
allowed random deviation in the x, y, and z coordinates from
the atomic position increases from 0% to 100% of the lattice
constant. We can nicely see the suppression of diffraction infor-
mation with increasing deviation.

The averaging out of diffraction information by sources which
are randomly distributed within a unit cell can be taken as a
model for the description of the large group of background
electrons in experimental EBSD and channeling patterns which
do not seem to exhibit variations of the backscattering coefficient
due to diffraction.

In particular, the effective averaging out of different Kikuchi
patterns as described above can be caused by inelastic scattering.
On the experimental side, measurements of the contrast in
Kikuchi patterns as a function of the energy loss [20,21] have
established the suppression of diffraction information by inelastic
scattering. Specifically, plasmon creation is an important inelastic
scattering mechanism which is not localized at the atomic
positions. For silicon, a clear reduction in diffraction contrast
was found if the outgoing trajectory is significantly longer than
the inelastic mean free path [21], which in turn is mainly
determined by plasmon excitation. Thus, in the case of EBSD,
the trajectories of electrons with increasing energy loss will have
an increased probability of containing plasmon excitation events
on the outgoing path. These large-loss electrons will then mainly
contribute to the featureless background. In contrast, the trajec-
tories of low-loss electrons have a higher probability to contain a
localized large-angle scattering as the last event, without any
additional plasmon scattering afterwards (which is allowed to
occur, however, before the large-angle scattering). Such trajec-
tories then will give rise to a Kikuchi pattern. We have shown
previously that detection of these ‘‘inelastic scattering before
diffraction’’ trajectories is optimized by the scattering geometry



Fig. 5. Effect of increasing the allowed deviation of the Kikuchi sources from the atomic position. Averaged Kikuchi patterns for 100 sources at random positions in each case.

The numbers indicate the maximum random deviation of the x, y, and z coordinates of the sources from the atomic position in the unit cell (in units of the lattice parameter).
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in EBSD with shallow incidence angles [21]. Our simulations thus
explain the loss of diffraction information from the large-loss
electrons in EBSD, as these are heavily influenced by plasmon
excitation and other inelastic scattering. The remaining experi-
mental intensity distribution without diffraction features should
closely correspond to the angular variation of the backscattering
coefficient in an amorphous material.

Compared to plasmon excitation, electron–electron scattering
is expected to be rather homogeneously distributed for the case of
scattering of sp valence electrons but localized near the nuclei for
scattering from d electrons. Here we thus expect an intermediate
behavior.
3. Summary

We have elucidated the central role of large-angle, quasi-
elastic electron scattering and the connected nuclear recoil within
the ‘‘channeling-in and channeling-out’’ model of electron back-
scatter diffraction (EBSD) and electron channeling patterns (ECP).
The recoiling atom results in a localized incoherent electron
source (in the case of EBSD) or detector (in the case of ECP)
which is necessary to separate the coherent diffraction processes
on the incoming and the outgoing part of the combined ‘‘channel-
ing-in and channeling-out’’ process. Quasi-elastic Kikuchi pattern
formation could thus be described as ‘‘channeling-in, recoil, and
channeling-out’’. With the help of model calculations, we have
shown that the localization of the incoherent scattering processes
at specific fixed places within the unit cell is necessary to obtain a
measurable Kikuchi diffraction pattern. We have extended the
picture of ‘‘channeling-in and channeling-out’’ to incoherent
sources located at general places within the crystal unit cell. This
enables the treatment of the suppression of diffraction informa-
tion from inelastically scattered electrons by averaging of differ-
ent complementary Kikuchi patterns from various possible
positions in the unit cell. As an outlook for the future, the ability
to treat the ‘‘Kikuchi pattern electrons’’ and the ‘‘background
electrons’’ in the same framework of dynamical electron
diffraction theory might provide a way to combine diffraction
with Monte-Carlo simulations of electron scattering. In this way,
improved simulations of experimental EBSD and ECP patterns
including any additional information in the pattern background
might come into reach.
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